Mentorship Initiatives Fund
Successfully funded applications

Book Club and Mini-Conference on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
*Sisi Tran, Phani Radhakrishnan, Paco (Francisco) Estrada, Connie Guberman*

Department of Psychology (UTSC) Pathways from Associate to Full Professor
*Vina Goghari, Suzanne Erb*

Collaborative and Cross-disciplinary Hive for SoTL (CoaCH-SoTL)
*Aarthi Ashok, Zohreh Shahbazi*

‘Crossing the Line? Mentorship across Disciplines and Ranks’
*Jessica Fields, Suzanne Sicchia & Michelle Silver*

‘Pedagogy-focused faculty learning community for SoTL scholarship’
*Elaine Khoo & Sohee Kang*

‘Higher Education Leadership Program for Junior Faculty’
*Adam Mott & Guillaume Filion*

Workshopping Library Inclusivity at the UTSC Library: Developing an Anti-Racist Library Practice – Phase I
*Stephanie Perpick, Elizabeth O’Brian & Mariana Jardim*